Action Plan to Prevent US Monetary and Economic Collapse
1. Central banker policy reveals radical extremists in control of central banks.










Central bankers engaged in deception with failed system - similar in deception to Uri
Geller who deceived many and ruined lives of those who were duped; stakes much higher
now
Failed policy enriching a few while the central problem extreme debt levels ($58 trillion
or 340% of GDP vs. 150% historically sustainable rate) are not addressed and the US
continues in a crash as predicted by John Exter. Ultimate result is currency failure and
hyperinflation; known end-point.
Failed monetary system where debt-based money is utilized is also at the root of the
problem.
Time is of the essence - essential to take action before conflict / economic decimation
takes hold.
Civil war would work in the hands of enemies of a republic governed by citizens (which
has been hijacked by tax free foundations and financial industry).
Initial reform steps:

A. Sound money implementation to stabilize the medium of exchange essential for economic
function:






Open US mints to citizen gold and silver minting of money from personally held gold
Congress set value of gold and silver (likely north of $20,000 per oz of gold for adequate
market liquidity)
100s of millions of oz of gold jewellery alone is in hands of citizens + additional treasury
gold
Very large gold deposits in the US: 100s of millions of oz of gold in Alaska alone
Texas bills for gold and silver legal tender and metal repository for storage and exchange
of ownership:
o https://legiscan.com/TX/text/SB1245/2015
o https://legiscan.com/TX/text/SB989/2015

B. Write-down of all USD debt (50% of face value reduction minimum) to a sustainable level
C. Withdraw all Federal Reserve Notes from circulation at fixed exchange for new gold and
silver money units
D. Close the Federal Reserve and liquidate TBTF banks (JPM, Citi, Bank of America, Wells
Fargo, Goldman Sachs, etc.)
E. Re-institute bona fide hedging laws for speculating in futures and cancel all interest rate
derivatives

F. Encourage on local, high-yield food production with low energy consumption where
practical using intensive composting ( 10x yield with fraction of water requirement and almost
no diesel http://craftsmanship.net/drought-fighters/ )
G. Secure energy access (eg. Keystone Pipeline and alternative energy resources)

2. Corbett Report focus with China as model for NWO
https://www.corbettreport.com/episode-297-china-and-the-new-world-order/
https://www.corbettreport.com/interview-1032-sgt-report-chinese-brics-in-the-new-world-order/



China controlled by government, triads, and oligarchs
Mao caused 45+ million deaths - David Rockefeller August 10, 1973 NYT admiringly
says "One is impressed immediately by the sense of national harmony....There is a very
real and pervasive dedication to chairman Mao and Maoist principles. Whatever the
price of the Chinese Revolution, it has obviously succeeded not only in producing more
efficient and dedicated administration, but also in fostering high morale and community
purpose. General social and economic progress is no less impressive....The enormous
social advances of China have benefited greatly from the singleness of ideology and
purpose....The social experiment in China under Chairman Mao's leadership is one of the
most important and successful in history."




Kissinger, a protege of David Rockefeller, visited China secretly in July 1971
Paul Volcker succeeded in getting Nixon to agree to default on USD gold convertibility
and on August 15, 1971 Nixon defaulted.
o "I certainly was a major proponent of suspending gold convertibility, in fact the
principal planner."
http://www.nber.org/feldstein/Feldstein%20Volcker%20Interview.pdf
o Volcker was Rockefeller's assistant at Chase Manhattan Bank
Kissinger visited China in October 1971
Nixon visited China in January 1972 starting a long-term destabilization of the US
monetary and economic system and buttressing of China with technology transfer, export
markets, and physical gold transfer






John Exter has warned us that the default on gold convertibility and subsequent pure fiat
money system will result in deflationary collapse followed by currency collapse due to
excess debt creation:

http://www.goldmoney.com/research/research-archive/a-banker-for-all-seasons-the-life-andtimes-of-john-exter-champion-of-sound-money
http://www.goldmoney.com/research/research-archive/A-BANKER-FOR-ALL-SEASONSPART-II
http://www.goldmoney.com/research/research-archive/a-banker-for-all-seasons-part-iii



Military information supplier deagel.com is predicting a 78% decline in the US
population and more than 50% in UK, Sweden, Australia, etc.:



"... The collapse of the Western financial system will wipe out the standard of living of its
population while ending ponzi schemes such as the stock exchange and the pension
funds. The population will be hit so badly by a full array of bubbles and ponzi schemes
that the migration engine will start to work in reverse accelerating itself due to ripple
effects thus leading to the demise of the States." ...
http://www.deagel.com/country/forecast.aspx



Rockefeller Fund is active with steps that ultimately impede US energy security:
http://business.financialpost.com/fp-comment/rockefellers-behind-scruffy-little-outfit



David Rockefellers statement resonates:
o

"... Some even believe we are part of a secret cabal working against the best
interests of the United States, characterizing my family and me as
'internationalists' and of conspiring with others around the world to build a more
integrated global political and economic structure - one world, if you will. If that's
the charge, I stand guilty, and I am proud of it. ..." pg. 405 David Rockefeller
Memoirs

In summary, the US is in a perilous position but the situation can be rapidly stabilized with
implementation of sound money system, reform of the financial system and reduction of debt
levels.
US military needs to decide whether it will stand with American citizens or with the banking
cartels in the time ahead.

